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-3Copy of the letter transmitting the CPT's report

Strasbourg, 19 March 1997

Dear Director,

In pursuance of Article 10, paragraph 1, of the European Convention for the Prevention of
Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, I have the honour to enclose herewith
the report to the Government of Turkey drawn up by the European Committee for the Prevention of
Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) after its visit to Turkey from 19
to 23 August 1996. The report was adopted by the CPT at its 32nd meeting, held from 10 to 14
March 1997.
The CPT requests the Turkish authorities to provide, within six months, a report informing the
Committee of the action taken to implement the recommendations contained in this report and setting
out their reactions and responses to the comments and requests for information made therein (the
Committee's recommendations, comments and requests for information appear in bold in the text).
The CPT would ask, in the event of the report forwarded being in Turkish, that it be
accompanied by an English or French translation.
I am at your entire disposal if you have any questions concerning either the CPT's report or
the future procedure.
Finally, I would be grateful if you could acknowledge receipt of this letter.
Yours faithfully,

Claude NICOLAY
President of the European Committee for
the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment

Director of the Department of Human Rights
Ministry for Foreign Affairs
TR -ANKARA
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INTRODUCTION

1.
In pursuance of Article 7 of the European Convention for the Prevention of Torture and
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (hereinafter referred to as "the Convention"), a
delegation of the CPT carried out a visit to Turkey from 19 to 23 August 1996. The visit was
organised following an invitation from the Turkish Government (cf. paragraph 49 of the
Explanatory Report on the Convention).
On 27 July 1996, the Turkish authorities invited the CPT to make an urgent visit to the
prisons where hunger strikes were taking place (cf. Appendix 1). However, later that same evening,
the hunger strikes had come to an end. Nevertheless, by letter of 31 July 1996 (cf. Appendix 2), the
Turkish authorities stated that they still wished the Committee to come to Turkey in order to visit
Eskişehir Special Type Prison, an establishment much criticised in the course of the hunger strikes.

2.

The delegation consisted of the following Committee members:
-

Mrs Ingrid LYCKE ELLINGSEN, First Vice-President of the CPT (Head of
delegation)

-

Mr Lambert KELCHTERMANS.

The delegation was assisted by:
-

Mr Gordon LAKES, former Deputy Director General of the Prison Service of
England and Wales
(expert)

-

Mr Jean-Pierre RESTELLINI, Medical doctor, Specialist in Forensic Medicine and
Internal Medicine, Geneva
(expert)

-

Mrs Zeynep BEKDIK
Mrs Belgin DOLAY
Ms Verda KIVRAK
Mrs Serra YILMAZ

(interpreter)
(interpreter)
(interpreter)
(interpreter).

and was accompanied by Mr Trevor STEVENS, Secretary of the CPT.
3.
At the outset of its visit the delegation met the Minister of Justice, Mr Şevket KAZAN, who
commented at length upon the circumstances surrounding the hunger strikes which had recently
occurred in certain Turkish prisons and which formed the backdrop to the visit. The delegation
subsequently had a discussion with senior officials of the Ministry of Justice (cf. Appendix 3).
The CPT is grateful to the Ministry of Justice for having provided the delegation with
means of transport for the journey to Eskişehir.
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The delegation was well-received at Eskişehir Special Type Prison by the prison staff and
members of the Public Prosecutor's office. The CPT is particularly grateful to the prison director,
Mr Ilhan YAVUZ, for the considerable amount of oral and written information concerning the
establishment which he provided to the delegation.
The CPT also wishes to express its thanks to Chief Public Prosecutor Osman Talat
PEKTAS, who facilitated the delegation's visit to a prison establishment currently under
construction in the Kartal district of Istanbul.
5.
In the course of the visit, the delegation also had the opportunity to meet Mr Eşber
YAĞMURDERELI, a lawyer who took part in the discussions which led to the ending of the
above-mentioned hunger strikes.

6.
By letter of 13 September 1996 (cf. Appendix 4), the CPT forwarded some preliminary
comments concerning the facts found at Eskişehir Special Type Prison. This report will explore in
greater detail the situation observed by its delegation at the establishment.
However, before focusing on Eskişehir Special Type Prison, the CPT considers it must
address the wider issues surrounding its August 1996 visit.

II.

CONTEXT OF THE VISIT

7.
The Turkish prison system was affected by a wave of hunger strikes during 1996, in which a
substantial number of prisoners took part. According to the information at the CPT's disposal, the
hunger strikes began in Diyarbakır E-type Prison on 29 March 1996 and then spread to more than
40 other prisons in the course of May 1996.
Ministry of Justice circulars issued in early May 1996, on the basis of which more than 100
persons remanded in custody in respect of offences under the Law to Fight Terrorism were
transferred from Istanbul to Eskişehir Special Type Prison, appear to have been one of the principal
causes of the development of the hunger strikes. Annulment of those circulars and the closure of
Eskişehir Special Type Prison (which was said to contain "coffin" cells) featured prominently in the
hunger strikers' demands. Other demands made related to the treatment of prisoners during
transfers and prisoners' conditions of detention and rights.
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The hunger strikes came to an end in most of the prisons late in the evening of 27 July 1996,
by which time eleven of the prisoners concerned had died (a twelfth prisoner died on the following
day). The precise circumstances under which the hunger strikes ended are not easy to unravel.
However, it is clear that intensive negotiations took place on 26 and 27 July 1996, involving
prisoners acting on behalf of the hunger strikers, representatives of the Ministry of Justice and
certain well-known private individuals.
According to the Turkish authorities, an "oral compromise" was reached when the Ministry
of Justice accepted the transfer of the previously-mentioned remand prisoners from Eskişehir
Special Type Prison - 20 to Umraniye Prison (Istanbul) and 87 to Gebze Prison; apparently, it was
also accepted that no more remand prisoners falling within the jurisdiction of the Istanbul State
Security Court would be transferred to Eskişehir. According to non-governmental sources, the
hunger strikes ended as the result of a "Protocol" which stipulated that: i) remand prisoners shall be
placed in prisons located within the same provincial borders as their respective judicial area; ii) the
necessary measures shall be taken in the shortest time possible, in order to fulfil the justified legal
and human requests of sentenced and remand prisoners (a list of those requests accompanied the
Protocol).
The Turkish authorities are adamant that the so-called "Protocol" was merely a "paper"
drawn up and signed by prisoners and the private individuals who intervened in the situation, and
that it does not in any way bind the Turkish Government. Non-governmental sources contend that
although the "Protocol" was not signed by the Ministry of Justice representatives, they were present
when it was signed and indicated that it would be abided by.

9.
In the light of the above, there was inevitably much argument at the time of the delegation's
visit as to who had agreed to what. To add to the confusion, the delegation discovered that the
above-mentioned "oral compromise" had not been translated into practice. 20 of the remand
prisoners had been transferred from Eskişehir, but to Gebze rather than Umraniye Prison. The
remaining 87 remand prisoners concerned were still at Eskişehir Special Type Prison and were
refusing to be transferred to Gebze Prison, arguing that according to the previously-mentioned
"Protocol" they should be transferred to either Bayrampasa or Umraniye Prison in Istanbul.

10.
The underlying motives for the hunger strikes are the subject of controversy. On the one
hand, on behalf of the hunger strikers it is argued that the purpose of their action was to ensure that
prisoners are kept in prisons that are close to their place of trial, and to guarantee better living
conditions for prisoners. On the other hand, the Turkish authorities contend that the real objective
of the hunger strike organisers was to maintain the current system under which large numbers of
persons accused or convicted of terrorist offences are held together in dormitories in establishments
such Bayrampasa and Umraniye Prisons in Istanbul, Buca Prison in Izmir, and Diyarbakır E-Type
and Closed Prisons. Those dormitories, they argue, had become breeding grounds for terrorism; the
purpose of the May 1996 circulars and of the July 9 1996 circular which replaced them was to
tackle this problem.
These different points shall be considered in turn.
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It is indisputable that being transferred to Eskişehir Special Type Prison jeopardised the
preparation and conduct of the defence of the remand prisoners being tried at the Istanbul State
Security Court. The considerable distance between Eskişehir and Istanbul meant that the remand
prisoners could not maintain regular contact with their lawyers and that their presence at court
hearings concerning the charges against them could not be guaranteed. This was subsequently
recognised by the Minister of Justice, who in mid-July sought to have the prisoners concerned
transferred to Sakarya Prison, which is located considerably closer to - albeit still more than 100
kilometres from - Istanbul. However, the prisoners refused to be taken to Sakarya. As far as the
CPT is aware, the precise reasons for this refusal were not elucidated; nevertheless, it could be
argued that the distance between Istanbul and Sakarya Prison would still be such as to hinder the
preparation and conduct of a remand prisoner's defence. The CPT considers it of more significance
that, as already indicated, 87 of the remand prisoners concerned subsequently refused to be
transferred to Gebze Prison, insisting on being taken instead to Bayrampasa or Umraniye Prison.
Gebze is only 50 kilometres from Istanbul, with which it has a good road connection; consequently,
it should be possible for a remand prisoner falling under the jurisdiction of the Istanbul State
Security Court who is held at Gebze Prison to prepare and conduct his defence in an effective
manner.

12.
In any event, looking beyond the specific arrangements made for the 100 or so remand
prisoners transferred to Eskişehir in May 1996, it remains the case that the circular of 9 July 1996
makes provision for remand prisoners falling under the jurisdiction of the Istanbul and Izmir State
Security Courts to be placed in prisons located at some distance from the trial court. Admittedly,
the circular goes on to provide that all the requisite measures shall be taken to ensure that all
remand prisoners appear at their court hearings. Nevertheless, in the interests of facilitating both
the appearance of prisoners at their trials and contacts with lawyers between hearings, the CPT
considers that all remand prisoners should be placed in establishments which are reasonably close to
their trial courts. It is desirable that, whenever possible, the distance between the two locations
should be such as to allow a return journey within the same day. This would enable remand
prisoners to prepare and conduct their defence in an effective manner and, by the same token, help
to reduce tension within the Turkish prison system.
The CPT would like to receive the comments of the Turkish authorities on this matter.

13.
As regards living conditions for prisoners, the CPT has already made clear in its letter of 13
September 1996 that the claims according to which Eskişehir Special Type Prison consisted of
"coffin-cells" were unjustified. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that there is considerable room for
improvement in conditions of detention in both Eskişehir Special Type Prison and other Turkish
prisons. In previous visit reports, the CPT has already drawn attention to shortcomings in such
areas as material conditions, health-care services and prisoners' contact with the outside world. The
Committee welcomes the fact that the circular of 9 July 1996 contains provisions which seek to
remedy many of these problems; it looks forward to reviewing on-the-spot the progress made in
implementing those provisions when it returns to Turkey later this year in order to carry out a
periodic visit.
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One particular demand of the hunger strikers concerned the cessation of violence against
prisoners during their transfer or when outside security forces intervene within prisons. There is no
doubt that violence has frequently occurred in the past in such situations, and the CPT has called
upon the Turkish authorities to take corrective action (cf. for example, paragraph 102 of the report
on the October 1994 visit; CPT (95) 11). Once again, the CPT welcomes the clear stipulations in
the circular of 9 July 1996 that no prisoner shall be subjected to any form of ill-treatment or
degrading treatment either inside or outside prison, and that precautionary measures during transfers
are not to exceed that which is required to prevent escape.
The CPT has already requested, in the report on its ad hoc visit to Turkey in September
1996, further information on the new methods for dealing with prison riots which are currently
being explored by the Turkish authorities (cf. paragraph 28 of document CPT (96) 69). The CPT
would also like to be informed of the precise precautionary measures now being employed
during the transfer of prisoners, having regard to the stipulation on this subject in the
circular of 9 July 1996.

15.
Turning to the Turkish authorities' contention as to the real motive for the hunger strikes,
CPT delegations have on more than one occasion visited the dormitories used in Bayrampasa Prison
and the Diyarbakır Prisons to accommodate persons accused or convicted of offences related to
terrorism, and have also visited similar dormitories in other Turkish prisons. From the observations
made during those visits, it is clear that the dormitory system as currently applied could be
exploited to consolidate and develop terrorist organisations. Consequently, it is quite plausible that
one of the key motives for the hunger strikes was to maintain the existing arrangements for the
holding of remand prisoners. The previously-mentioned refusal of remand prisoners to be
transferred to Gebze Prison can be seen as providing further support for this viewpoint. The same
can be said of the prominent place given in the list of prisoners' requests accompanying the
"Protocol" to an understanding - which had apparently been reached with the Turkish authorities in
the past - concerning the priority to be given to placing prisoners in Bayrampasa and Buca Prisons.

16.
In the course of its visit to Turkey in May 1996, the Bureau was informed of the Turkish
authorities' plans to make changes to the dormitory system currently used in Turkish prisons. In
principle, the CPT has no objections to such a development. In fact, large-capacity dormitories are
for various reasons not a satisfactory means of accommodating inmates. They inevitably imply a
lack of privacy for prisoners in their everyday lives. Further, the risk of intimidation and violence is
very high, particularly in dormitories such as those in Turkey which have no means of direct
supervision from outside. Such accommodation arrangements can facilitate the maintenance of the
cohesion of criminal organisations - whether of a terrorist or non-terrorist nature. They can also
render all the more difficult the task of security forces called upon to deal with prison disturbances.
No doubt, various factors - including those of a cultural nature - can make it preferable in certain
countries to provide multi-occupancy accommodation for prisoners rather than individual cells.
However, there is little to be said in favour of - and a lot to be said against - arrangements under
which scores of prisoners live and sleep together in the same dormitory.
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Nevertheless, moves towards smaller living units for prisoners in Turkey must be
accompanied by measures to ensure that prisoners spend a reasonable part of the day engaged in
purposeful activities outside their living unit. The CPT has repeatedly drawn the attention of the
Turkish authorities to the need to develop prisoners' activities (cf. for example, paragraphs 126 and
127 of the report on the October 1994 visit; CPT (95) 11). The effects of the current almost total
absence of any organised programme of activities for prisoners will be felt even more keenly in
smaller living units. Indeed, one of the few things that can be said in favour of the existing largecapacity dormitories is that the sense of space and the comradeship they can offer compensate to
some extent the enforced state of idleness in which the great majority of prisoners find themselves.
The CPT recommends that the Turkish authorities take steps to ensure that all
prisoners, including those on remand, are able to spend a reasonable part of the day (eight
hours or more) outside their cells/living units, engaged in purposeful activities of a varied
nature (work, preferably with a vocational value; education; sport; recreation/association).

III.

ESKIŞEHIR SPECIAL TYPE PRISON

a.

preliminary remarks

18.
Eskişehir is an industrial city in north-west Turkey, situated at 220 kilometres by road from
Ankara and approximately 300 kilometres from Istanbul. The Special Type Prison is located some
15 kilometres to the south of the city.

19.

Eskişehir Special Type Prison has a rather chequered history.

The establishment was taken into service in March 1987, at which time it apparently had
dormitory accommodation of the kind commonly found in Turkish prisons. In June 1989 two
escape tunnels were discovered and the prison was evacuated in August of the same year to enable
the dormitories to be converted into single cells. The work was completed towards the end of 1990
and the prison was taken back into use in February 1991.
However, this departure from the Turkish prison tradition of multi-occupancy dormitories
raised strong objections from prisoners placed in the establishment. Those objections attracted
considerable media attention and led to the visit of a parliamentary delegation in November 1991.
Later that month the prison was again closed for refurbishment and conversion of the detention
areas to provide small dormitories to accommodate four, six or eight persons. The prison was reopened in October 1995.
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The establishment has an official capacity of 700 prisoners. On the first day of the
delegation's visit (20 August 1996), the prison roll was 352, of which eight prisoners were in
hospital.
265 of the prisoners were either in pre-trial detention or had been sentenced for offences
which were unrelated to terrorism. As already indicated (cf. paragraph 7), the remaining prisoners
had been remanded in custody in respect of offences under the Law to Fight Terrorism, and had
been transferred to the establishment from Istanbul in May 1996.

21.
The delegation was informed that the prison is considered as a high-security establishment,
hence its designation as a "Special Type" prison. Prisoners considered as "dangerous" or in need of
protection were sent to the establishment from different parts of the country on the basis of an
administrative decision by the Ministry of Justice.

b.

torture and other forms of ill-treatment

22.
The delegation received a considerable number of allegations that prisoners had been beaten
and humiliated on arrival at the establishment. No medical evidence in support of those allegations
was gathered; however, the volume and consistency of the allegations lends them considerable
credibility.
Further, some allegations were received of the physical ill-treatment of prisoners in the
event of disobedience. In particular, prisoners in one accommodation block alleged that they had
been attacked by prison staff towards the end of May 1996, after they had refused to participate in
the roll call. The delegation subsequently discovered that at least four of the prisoners had been
examined by the prison doctor three days after the event, and had been found to display marks
and/or conditions which were consistent with their allegations.

23.
The alleged ill-treatment referred to in paragraph 22 pre-dated the arrival of the current
prison Governor on 2 July 1996. Further, several prisoners affirmed that there had been a distinct
reduction in instances of ill-treatment - in particular vis-à-vis newly-arrived prisoners - since the
present Governor had assumed his functions. However, it would be premature to conclude that the
problem of ill-treatment has been resolved.
The delegation interviewed one prisoner who alleged that he had been beaten on the soles of
his feet by prison staff on several occasions during the week preceding the delegation's visit, most
recently on the previous day. Upon examination by a medical member of the delegation, the
prisoner was found to display lesions on the soles of both feet (right foot: a reddish, swollen area
measuring 15 x 5cm, painful on palpation, covering most of the plantar arch; left foot: an
oedematous area, but smaller than that observed on the right foot and normal in colour) which were
consistent with his allegations. At the insistence of the prisoner - who was clearly fearful of the
possible consequences of his having spoken with the delegation - the delegation did not raise the
matter with the prison authorities.
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Reference should also be made to a violent incident which occurred in the course of the
delegation's visit. In the morning of the second day of the visit, members of the delegation
interviewed several prisoners held on the first floor of Block M, which serves as a segregation unit
for those who wish - or who it is considered need to be - separated from other prisoners, as well as
for those undergoing the disciplinary sanction of cellular confinement. On returning to the unit in
the afternoon, the delegation found that the cells of two of the prisoners whom it had interviewed
had been severely damaged and that one of the prisoners had been taken to hospital.
From subsequent discussions with the prisoners concerned, prison officers in Block M and
hospital staff, it would seem clear: that shortly after the delegation's departure in the morning, the
head of one of the prisoners had come into a violent contact with the washbasin in his cell, and that
the second prisoner (the first prisoner's brother) had wrecked his own cell when he heard sounds of
violence emanating from the first prisoner's cell; that the first prisoner had arrived in hospital in an
unconscious state and that he had subsequently received four stitches to an 8cm long wound on the
front of his head. The prisoners' and prison officers' accounts of the origins and precise nature of
the incident diverged; however, whichever of the accounts is correct - and there may be a grain of
truth in each of them - the delegation was left with the distinct impression that more force than was
reasonably necessary might have been used against the first prisoner.

25.
Further, the delegation was informed that inter-prisoner violence occurred from time to time
within the establishment, and a considerable number of prisoners expressed concern about their
"life security". In this connection it should be noted that despite the searches which were
apparently carried out every 15 days, members of the delegation saw knives and other metal
weapons in the possession of many prisoners.

26.
As the CPT observed in its letter of 13 September 1996, there was a palpable degree of
tension within the establishment, both between prisoners themselves and between prisoners and
staff. The information gathered in the course of the visit suggests that this situation was due at least
in part to serious failings in the previous management of the prison. The appointment of a new
prison Governor appeared to have had a positive effect; nevertheless, much remained to be done
with a view to establishing a safe and secure environment for both prisoners and prison staff.
The CPT recommends that the prison Governor:
-

deliver the clear message to all of his subordinates that the ill-treatment of
prisoners is not acceptable and will be dealt with severely;

-

pay particular attention to the treatment received by newly-arrived prisoners
and prisoners placed in the establishment's segregation units.

The CPT would add that the Governor should enjoy the full support of the public
prosecutor's office in his efforts to stamp out ill-treatment.

- 12 With regard to the incident referred to in paragraph 24, the public prosecutor responsible for
the prison stated that he intended to carry out an inquiry into the matter; the CPT would like to
receive the results of that inquiry.
As for inter-prisoner violence, addressing effectively this problem requires that the prison's
staff be alert to signs of trouble and both resolved and properly trained to intervene when
necessary. The existence of constructive rather than confrontational relations between staff and
prisoners is a decisive factor in this context; this will depend in large measure on staff possessing
appropriate interpersonal communication skills. Further, management must be prepared to fully
support staff in the exercise of their authority. Specific security measures adapted to the particular
characteristics of the situation encountered (including effective search procedures) may well also be
required. However, such measures will not on their own be sufficient. The CPT recommends
that a plan of action to tackle inter-prisoner violence in the establishment be drawn up, taking
into account these remarks.
*
*

*

27.
As pointed out in paragraph 5 of the CPT's letter of 13 September 1996, in the course of its
visit to Eskişehir Special Type Prison the delegation gathered further evidence of the practice of
torture and other forms of severe ill-treatment by the Turkish police.
In the light of the public statement on Turkey issued by the CPT on 6 December 1996, as
well as of the report on the visit to Turkey in September 1996 (CPT (96) 69) which was forwarded
to the Turkish authorities on 13 December 1996, the Committee considers that it would be
superfluous to provide any further information on this subject in the present visit report.

c.

conditions of detention

material conditions
28.
Material conditions of detention at Eskişehir Special Type Prison were far removed from the
"coffin-cell" reputation which the establishment had acquired (a reputation which presumably
originated from the short period several years ago when the prison operated with single cells - cf.
paragraph 19). As pointed out in the CPT's letter of 13 September 1996, the material conditions
compare favourably with those which CPT delegations have observed in other Turkish prisons.

29.
The prison is an "H" shaped two storey building with six separate accommodation blocks,
three each side of a central corridor, within each of the vertical arms of the "H" (respectively Blocks
B to G and Blocks H to M). The horizontal link contains the administrative offices and support
services, visiting facilities and the central kitchen.
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A typical accommodation block contained seven multi-occupancy cells per floor; four cells
measured some 18m² and could accommodate up to six prisoners, the other three measuring 22m²
and accommodating up to eight. All the cells were well lit (including access to natural light) and
ventilated and most were adequately furnished. There was no shortage of beds and the bedding was
clean and of a reasonable standard. If the cells had been used to their maximum capacity, they
would have offered a limited amount of living space; however, as already indicated (cf. paragraph
20) the prison was operating well within its official capacity at the time of the visit and few of the
cells were fully occupied.
In addition to the cells there was a fair-sized recreation room on each floor, which was
invariably equipped with a colour TV set and usually also contained a small cupboard and a table
and chairs. There was also a washroom with two toilets and a washbasin, a shower room with two
shower bays and a washbasin, and a small kitchenette equipped with a gas fired hob and two
burners. It should also be noted that each of the larger cells was equipped with its own sanitary
annexe.

31.
The establishment did possess a certain number of single cells, in the observation unit
located in Block E (used in particular for new arrivals) and the two segregation units on the upper
floors of Blocks H and M.
The single cells in Block E were of a reasonable size (8.5m²), had adequate lighting
(including access to natural light) and ventilation and were suitably furnished. The cells in the
segregation units in Blocks H and M resembled very much those in Block E. However, several of
the cells were not equipped with a table or chair and some of the cells were in need of repair.
Further, two single cells at the end of each segregation unit had no window, with the result that they
had no access to natural light and poor ventilation.
The CPT recommends that the windowless cells in the segregation units in Blocks H
and M be taken out of service as prisoner accommodation. Further, it recommends that all
cells in those units (including those used to accommodate persons undergoing the disciplinary
sanction of cellular confinement) be equipped with a table and chair.
It also invites the Turkish authorities to return all the cells in the segregation units to a
satisfactory state of repair.

32.
More generally, the prison as a whole was quite clean and in a reasonable state of repair.
However, the delegation received many complaints to the effect that the prison's water supply was
inadequate. Further, at the time of the visit at least, the establishment was infested with flies. The
CPT invites the Turkish authorities to seek to remedy these problems.

- 14 activities for prisoners

33.
The prison Governor stated that "prisoners are free to plan their day as they wish". It
quickly became apparent that this was an indirect way of saying that there were practically no
organised activities for prisoners.

34.
Prisoners had ample opportunity during the day to associate with fellow inmates in their
accommodation block and had ready access to adequately-sized exercise yards.
However, only 30 prisoners had a proper job (though apparently some 100 prisoners were
paid for threading beads, an activity performed in their accommodation blocks). Further, there were
no educational activities (the establishment did not even possess a library) and no sports activities
for prisoners. Such a state of affairs would be very unsatisfactory for any prison and is astonishing
in an establishment which is expected to cater for prisoners many of whom are serving long
sentences. Watching television and idling around an exercise yard is no substitute for a regime.
The prison Governor informed the delegation that there were plans to develop educational
activities. He was less optimistic about the possibilities of developing work and sports activities.

35.
The CPT has already made a general recommendation concerning the development of
purposeful activities for prisoners (cf. paragraph 17). The Committee would like to receive an
account of steps taken at Eskişehir Special Type Prison with a view to implementing that
recommendation.
Further, the CPT recommends that steps be taken immediately to ensure that longterm prisoners at Eskişehir Special Type Prison are allowed access on a regular basis to the
football pitch located close to the main prison building. All the necessary means exist at the
prison to prevent such access from posing a security risk.
*
*
36.

*

The CPT should not pass over in silence the conditions of detention of one prisoner in Block F.

It is perfectly acceptable that prisoners with the means to do so should be allowed to make
modest improvements to their environment. However, a sense of proportion must be maintained in
this area. Giving a prisoner free reign to exploit his wealth can quickly become a source of both
corruption and resentment, and this is precisely what had happened in the case in question. The
aberrant situation which the prisoner concerned had been permitted to establish could well hinder
the efforts of the current prison management to obtain firm control of the establishment. The CPT
invites the Turkish authorities to take appropriate steps, in the light of the above remarks.

- 15 d.

health-care

37.
As indicated in the CPT's letter of 13 September 1996, the health-care service at Eskişehir
Special Type Prison was unsatisfactory in practically all respects - staff, documentation, availability
of medicine, equipment, etc. Before discussing these different matters, the CPT wishes nevertheless
to highlight one recent very positive development in the field of prisoners' health care, namely the
Ministry of Health instructions of 22 July 1996 concerning hunger strikes These instructions,
which were provided to the delegation by prison health-care staff at Eskişehir, give detailed advice
to doctors on the attitude to be adopted vis-à-vis hunger strikers; the instructions are in full
accordance with international standards on this subject.
38.
The health-care department at Eskişehir Special Type Prison is staffed by one doctor. He
was on leave at the time of the delegation's visit, and had been replaced temporarily by a doctor
with two years post-diploma experience based at Eskişehir Public Hospital. It was the first time
that this very junior doctor had worked in a prison, and he had not been provided with any
instructions or advice concerning his tasks at the establishment. He had not even been able to have
a telephone conversation with the prison doctor.
The situation described above is undoubtedly capable of seriously prejudicing the health
care of prisoners and is therefore unacceptable. The CPT recommends that the Turkish
authorities take steps to ensure that such a situation is avoided in future.

39.
The delegation was informed that the prison doctor worked in the establishment on a fulltime basis i.e. from 9.00 am until 5.30 pm, 5 days a week; the CPT would like this to be
confirmed. There were no qualified nursing staff. Apparently, one or more prison officers assisted
the doctor, but they had received no training for such tasks. As regards other health-care staff, a
dentist spent two to three hours in the establishment twice a week, and a psychologist was present
throughout the day, five days a week.
Provided he works in the establishment on a full-time basis, one doctor could be considered
as just about adequate to cater for the general health-care needs of some 350 prisoners. However, a
second doctor should be appointed at Eskişehir Special Type Prison in the event of a
significant increase in the number of prisoners held.
On the other hand, there is an urgent need to provide the establishment with qualified
nursing staff; the CPT recommends that the prison's health-care service be reinforced by at
least two qualified nurses.
The CPT also recommends that steps be taken to ensure that someone qualified to
provide first aid, preferably with a recognised nursing qualification, is always present on the
prison's premises, including at night and weekends.
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The delegation was informed that, except in cases of urgency, requests to consult the doctor
had to be approved by the prison Governor. Such a procedure is both time consuming and
medically inappropriate; it is not for non-medical staff to screen requests to consult a doctor.
The CPT recommends that prisoner's requests to consult a doctor be transmitted
directly to the prison's health-care service. Further, prisoners should be able to approach the
health-care service on a confidential basis, for example, by means of a message in a sealed
envelope.
41.
The health-care service could have resort to the services of the Eskişehir Public Hospital in
cases of urgency or for specialist examinations. It appeared that, at least in recent times, there had
been few difficulties in arranging the transfer of prisoners to the hospital.
In this connection, and in the light of the delegation's observations at Eskişehir, the CPT
wishes to emphasise that prisoners taken to and from hospital should be transported in a
manner which takes fully into account their state of health.

42.
The CPT was pleased to learn that newly-arrived prisoners were, in principle, medically
examined within 24 hours of their admission. However, it is concerned by the delegation's findings
as regards the quality of medical documentation. The latter was made up exclusively of:
-

the brief medical forms completed on admission, which were simply held together in a large
folder; there was no classification either alphabetically or chronologically;

-

a folder containing the results of hospital consultations; once again, there was no form of
classification;

-

a register in which consultations in the health-care service were recorded in chronological
order, accompanied by some brief observations by the doctor.
There were no individual medical files.

The CPT recommends that a medical file be compiled for each prisoner, containing
diagnostic information as well as an ongoing record of his health condition and of any special
examinations he has undergone. In the event of a transfer, the file should be forwarded to the
doctors in the receiving establishment.
43.
Perhaps the most worrying aspect of the health-care service at Eskişehir Special Type Prison
concerned the actual availability of medicine. The doctor provided a prescription to a prisoner in
need of medication, but it was for the prisoner to finance the purchase of the medicine concerned.
In the event of him not having any financial means, he was obliged to petition the prison Governor
for the necessary funds. Many prisoners complained to the delegation that the net result of this
system was that their medical condition had remained untreated.

- 17 The CPT wishes to recall in this connection that the act of depriving a person of his liberty
brings with it responsibility for that person's physical, mental and psychological welfare until such
time as his liberty is restored. This implies inter alia that all prisoners should have ready access to
the medicine required by their state of health.
The CPT recommends that the provision of medicine to prisoners be reviewed in the
light of the above remarks.

e.

contact with the outside world

44.
The establishment possessed both closed and open visiting facilities. The closed visiting
facilities consisted of two sets of nine booths, the prisoners and their visitors being separated by a
glazed screen reinforced with metal rods; verbal communication between them was via a telephone
link.
The open visits facility consisted of a large and well lit room, in which prisoners and visitors
sat on benches on opposite sides of a long table running down the middle of the room.
Visits to prisoners from lawyers took place in a distinct facility, which was quite adequate
for this purpose. In particular, there was no physical barrier between the prisoner and the lawyer.
Prisoners were allowed one closed visit per week and one open visit per month; however,
prison staff informed the delegation that persons remanded in custody in respect of offences under
the Law to Fight Terrorism were not allowed open visits. As regards visits from lawyers, the
delegation was informed that they were not limited in number and that staff were not present in the
room during such visits; the CPT would like to receive confirmation of these two points.

45.
The CPT has pointed out on several occasions in the past that closed booth-type visiting
facilities of the kind seen at Eskişehir Special Type Prison present a considerable impediment to the
maintenance of prisoners' relations with their families and friends. In the interests of furthering
such relations, more open visiting arrangements are required.
Consequently, the CPT
recommends that efforts be made to make greater use of the open visits facility at Eskişehir.
Further, to the extent that the closed booths remain in use, the CPT recommends that both
prisoners and visitors be provided with a seat; seating arrangements in the booths at the time of
the delegation's visit were not satisfactory.
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As regards more particularly the possibility for persons remanded in custody or convicted in
respect of offences under the Law to Fight Terrorism to receive open visits, the position was
somewhat unclear at the time of the delegation's visit. The previously-mentioned circular of 9 July
1996 provides that all remand and sentenced prisoners shall be allowed an open visit from their
spouses and their children once a month. However, this provision conflicts with the Law to Fight
Terrorism, which prohibits open visits for prisoners remanded in custody or convicted in respect of
offences under that Law. As already indicated, it was the latter provision which was being applied
at Eskişehir Special Type Prison at the time of the delegation's visit.
The Minister of Justice acknowledged that there was a legal problem in this area, but stated
that steps would be taken to resolve it. The CPT wishes to be informed whether persons
remanded in custody or convicted in respect of offences under the Law to Fight Terrorism are
now allowed to receive open visits from members of their family.

47.
The Minister of Justice also informed the delegation that he had made special arrangements
for travel to Eskişehir Special Type Prison on visiting days. This is of crucial importance, given the
establishment's isolated location. The CPT would like to receive further details concerning
those special arrangements.
48.
It is also noteworthy that many if not most of the sentenced prisoners at Eskişehir Special
Type Prison were being held a long way from their original social environment. Of course, this can
be explained by the very particular nature of the establishment (cf. paragraph 21). Nevertheless, the
CPT wishes to stress that in the interests of their social rehabilitation, it is far preferable for
prisoners to serve their sentences in the region where they have family and social ties.

f.

other issues

49.
The CPT was concerned to learn that prisoners at Eskişehir who were subject to the
disciplinary sanction of cellular confinement were not allowed to take outdoor exercise. The
Committee has repeatedly stressed that such a situation is not acceptable (cf. for example, the report
on the CPT's 1992 visit; CPT (93) 49, paragraph 66).
The CPT must therefore reiterate its recommendation that prisoners who are subject
to the disciplinary sanction of cellular confinement be offered the opportunity to take at least
one hour of exercise in the open air every day. If necessary, the legal provisions concerned
should be amended in order to guarantee this basic right of prisoners.
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It is also clear from the delegation's observations that persons placed for non-disciplinary
reasons in the segregation units in Blocks H and M were subject to an impoverished regime.
The CPT fully recognises that it may exceptionally be necessary, for a certain time at least,
to arrange special conditions of detention for some prisoners. However, the prison authorities must
ensure that such prisoners are offered purposeful activities and appropriate human contact. The
Committee recommends that the regime applied to prisoners placed for non-disciplinary
reasons in a segregation unit at Eskişehir Special Type Prison be reviewed, in the light of
these remarks.

51.
Finally, many prisoners interviewed in the establishment indicated that they had no faith in
the complaints system. There was a strong belief that few complaints which involved criticism of
the prison staff or management were ever delivered, and a strong fear of reprisals if such complaints
were made.
In this connection, the CPT has noted with considerable interest the provisions concerning
prisoners' complaints set out in the circular of 9 July 1996. The Committee welcomes the
introduction of locked complaint boxes designed to allow prisoners to communicate directly and on
a confidential basis with the Ministry of Justice. It hopes that this innovation will reassure prisoners
that their complaints will be taken seriously and that there will be no adverse repercussions for
them.
The CPT would like to be informed of the composition of the Prison Complaints Board
set up within the Ministry of Justice to assess prisoners' complaints. It would also like to
receive an account of the experience to date with this new complaints system.
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Permanent Representation of Turkey
to the Council of Europe

Strasbourg, 27 July 1996

Mr President,
I would like to inform you with regret that despite all lenient efforts spent by the authorities,
the hunger strikes in some Turkish prisons have unfortunately caused death of eleven prisoners by
now.
Regarding the serious health conditions of the hunger strikers and the resistance of the
militant prisoners by barring the entrance of the prison ward and preventing any access to save the
lives of the strikers, the Government deemed it necessary to invite the European Committee for the
Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment to make an urgent visit
to the prisons where hunger strikes take place which might help to resolve the deadlock by
contributing the persuasive efforts of the Turkish authorities with a view to ending this unfortunate
life sacrificing actions.
Please accept Mr President, the assurances of my high considerations.

İsmet BİRSEL
Ambassador
Permanent Representative

Mr Claude NICOLAY
President of the CPT
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MINISTERE DES AFFAIRES ETRANGERES
Ankara, le 31 juillet 1996

M. Claude NICOLAY
Président du CPT

Monsieur le Président,
Me référant à nos conversations téléphoniques, j'ai le plaisir de vous communiquer que le
Gouvernement turc mantient son invitation pour que le Comité se rende en Turquie, et ce, pour une
visite à la Prison d'Eskişehir qui a soulevé tant de contreverses tant en l'opinion publique turque
qu'en celle européenne, à une date qui conviendrait au Comité.
Dans l'attente d'une réponse de votre part, je vous prie d'agréer, M. le Président, l'expression
de mes meilleures salutations.

Türel ÖZKAROL
Directeur Général Adjoint
Conseil de l'Europe et des Droits de l'Homme
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SENIOR OFFICIALS OF THE MINISTRY OF JUSTICE WITH
WHOM THE CPT'S DELEGATION HELD DISCUSSIONS

Ugur İBRAHİMHAKKIOGLU

-

Under Secretary

Cemal SAHİIR

-

General Director of Prisons

Yusuf ÖYMEN

-

Deputy General Director

Abdülkadir ÖZGÖZ

-

Deputy General Director

Turgay YÜCEL

-

General Director of Foreign Relations

Cenk ALPDURAK

-

Deputy for Foreign Relations

Abdülkadir KAYA

-

Judge
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Strasbourg, 13 September 1996

Dear Director General,
1.
By letter of 31 July 1996, the Turkish authorities invited the European Committee for the
Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) to visit Eskişehir
Special Type Prison. The CPT accepted that invitation and a delegation of the Committee visited
the aforementioned establishment on 20 and 21 August 1996.
The CPT intends to transmit a detailed report on that visit to the Turkish authorities in the
course of December 1996. However, the Committee wishes to make certain comments at this stage.
2.
Eskişehir Special Type Prison has been described in some quarters as a "coffin-cell" prison.
Such statements are inaccurate.
The inmate accommodation essentially consists of small dormitories designed for four to
eight persons. There are a number of single cells, in the observation and segregation units;
however, they are of a reasonable size (8.5 m²) and, with a few exceptions, have adequate lighting
and ventilation. More generally, it can be said that the material conditions of detention at Eskişehir
Special Type Prison compare favourably with those which CPT delegations have observed in other
Turkish prisons.

3.
Nevertheless, the CPT is very concerned about various aspects of the situation observed by
its delegation at Eskişehir Special Type Prison.
Firstly, practically no activities (work, education, sport) were offered to inmates. This
failing is all the more serious in view of the fact that many of the inmates were convicted prisoners
serving lengthy sentences.

Mr Turhan FIRAT
Ambassador
Director General for the Council of Europe,
Human Rights and the OSCE
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
TR - ANKARA
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were totally inadequate, medical documentation was of poor quality, and the service's equipment
was of a very modest nature.
Thirdly, there was a palpable degree of tension within the establishment - both between
prisoners themselves and between prisoners and staff - which from time to time (including during
the delegation's visit) degenerated into acts of violence.
The CPT requests the Turkish authorities to take steps immediately to address these issues.
Above all, it is necessary to promote a spirit of dialogue rather than confrontation within Eskişehir
Special Type Prison and to provide inmates with purposeful occupation.

4.
Another problem - faced by those persons remanded in custody in respect of offences under
the Law to fight terrorism who had recently been transferred to Eskişehir Special Type Prison from
Istanbul - was the distance separating them from their place of trial. The CPT notes that the
Minister of Justice has acknowledged this problem and attempted to resolve it.
5.
The CPT must also record that numerous inmates interviewed by its delegation at Eskişehir
Special Type Prison alleged that they had been tortured or otherwise severely ill-treated whilst in
the custody of the police. Such allegations were made both by persons remanded in custody in
respect of offences under the Law to fight terrorism and by persons on remand for, or convicted of,
ordinary criminal offences. On examination by doctors in the CPT's delegation, certain of the
inmates concerned were found to display physical marks or conditions consistent with their
allegations.
This underlines once again the importance of sustaining the dialogue between the CPT and
the Turkish authorities with a view to combatting torture and ill-treatment by law enforcement
officials. In this connection - and with reference to a letter recently received from the Turkish
authorities - the CPT must reiterate its request that the observations of your authorities on the issues
raised in its letter of 18 June 1996 be forwarded to the Committee by 1 November 1996.

Yours faithfully,

Claude NICOLAY
President of the CPT

cc:

Mr İsmet BİRSEL, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,
Permanent Representative of Turkey to the Council of Europe

